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Create Printed Menus and Brochures Without an Extra Thought

With Summer just around the corner, your restaurant may be considering menu
changes, or just price changes to your current menu. In either case, your website
will need to be updated, and your printed menus will also need to be re-edited,
arranged and re-printed. We know that you've got a ton of other things to be doing
in preparation for this coming summer so we've made that job a synch!
Use a convenient dashboard on your own website where you can add and arrange
menu sections like Desserts and Entrées, add the various menu items within
Drupal Web Developer
Kevin Flanagan
those sections, and add the single price of the item, or even the variety of pricing
that often accompanies an item for things like small, medium and large. The
system even has a place for cuisine pictures, so you can add imagery to an online menu or to your printed menu.
Voilà, Your cuisine menu is now available for a customized web presence that is beautiful and clear across any
display. phones, tablets, laptops, and best of all styled as a perfectly arranged, high-resolution PDFs, printable on
the perfect sized paper stock.
This system accommodates a variety of paneled layouts that fit on 1, 2,3 and 4 fold brochures of popular sizes like
Letter (8.5"x11") - 6 panel / 2 fold
Legal (8.5"x14") - 8 panel / 3 fold &
Executive (17"x11") - 8 panel / 3 fold

additional layouts can be fitted for anything from a business card to a billboard.
We design intelligently responsive websites with Drupal. This lets us build amazing websites that can catalog Image not found
and present anything your business needs to deal with. We build websites that are SEO compliant with Googles
new "Mobile First Indexing", a strategy that recognizes the fact that in 2018, more than 70% of all web searches are
begriming from phones.
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https://northconway.club/node/2058

Responsive websites that look
great on any display!
Smart management of Data and
Content
Drupal Full LAMP Stack
Development
AND Aerial Imaging and Services,
Licensed & Insured!

